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Abstract. If V is an existence variety of strict regular semi-
groups, then every semigroup in V has, within V, a maximal dense
ideal extension.
1. Introduction
For a general background on semigroup theory we refer to [4], [8], [9],
[18], [19]. We shall assume that the reader has some familiarity with
pseudosemilattices [13]. It will be useful to review some basic results
first.
Result 1.1. Let S be a regular semigroup and a, b ∈ S such that Ja ≤ Jb.
Then there exists c ∈ Da such that c ≤ b.
Proof. There exist s, t ∈ S1 such that a = sbt. Let e and f be idempo-
tents of S such that eR bt and f L seb. Then a = sbtR sebL ebf ≤ eb ≤
b.
A regular semigroup S is called completely semisimple if every
principal factor of S is completely simple or completely 0-simple [12].
Applying Result 1.1 twice we easily prove that if S is a regular semigroup
and a ∈ S such that Da 6= Ja, then Da contains distinct comparable
idempotents. >From this observation it follows that a regular semigroup
S is completely semisimple if and only if no D-class of S contains distinct
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comparable idempotents. It should also be clear now that for a comple-
tely semisimple semigroup the Green relations J and D coincide.
In view of Result 1.1 it is now natural to introduce the following.
A regular semigroup S is said to be strict if for all a, b ∈ S such that
Ja ≤ Jb there exists a unique c ∈ Da such that c ≤ b. From what we have
just seen it follows that every strict regular semigroup S is completely se-
misimple and in particular, J = D in S. Strict regular semigroups have
been investigated thoroughly in the past four decades and the present
paper is one more contribution. We shall explain below what we intend
to do.
For a regular semigroup S in general there is a natural way to intro-
duce a quasi-order on S/D and a partial order on S/J . When dealing
with a strict regular semigroup S, we have that J = D for S and we shall
have no qualms referring to the poset I = S/D. In this circumstance, if
Dα is the D-class corresponding to α ∈ I, then we refer to (Dα, α ∈ I)
as the poset of D-classes of S. If Dα is a D-class of the strict regular
semigroup S, let D0α be the set Dα with an extra 0 adjoined. If α is not
the least element of I = S/D then we interpret D0α as a principal factor
of S and otherwise D0α is the completely simple semigroup Dα with a
zero adjoined. Then the direct product
∏
α∈I D
0
α has a largest maximal
ideal given by
M = {(aα, α ∈ I) | aα = 0 for some α ∈ I}.
The Rees quotient (
∏
α∈I D
0
α)/M will be denoted by
∏
0
α∈I D
0
α and will
be called the 0-direct product of the D0α, α ∈ I. One verifies that∏
0
α∈I D
0
α is a completely 0-simple semigroup.
The following key result finds its origin in [11].
Result 1.2. (i) Every strict regular semigroup is isomorphic to a sub-
direct product of its principal factors.
(ii) A regular semigroup is strict if and only if it is isomorphic to a
subdirect product of completely simple and/or completely 0-simple
semigroups.
A class of regular semigroups is called an existence variety if it is
closed for the taking of homomorphic images, regular subsemigroups and
direct products. The study of existence varieties was initiated in [5] and
[10]. A regular semigroup S is said to be locally inverse [locally a
Clifford semigroup] if for every idempotent e of S, eSe is an inverse
[Clifford] semigroup. The class SR of all strict regular semigroups is
contained in the class LI of all locally inverse semigroups, and both classes
are existence varieties [5]. In fact, as observed in [5]
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Result 1.3. A regular semigroup is strict if and only if it is locally a
Clifford semigroup.
Naturally, if S is a regular semigroup, then the existence variety gen-
erated by S is the smallest existence variety containing S.
Proposition 1.4. An existence variety consists of strict regular semi-
groups only, if and only if it is generated by a completely simple or by a
completely 0-simple semigroup.
Proof. Every existence variety V of locally inverse semigroups is gen-
erated by a single locally inverse semigroup, namely the so-called bifree
object in V on a countably infinite set of variables ([1], [24]). If V consists
of completely simple semigroups only then this bifree object is completely
simple, and V is generated by this completely simple semigroup.
We shall from now on assume that V is an existence variety consisting
of strict regular semigroups only, but that not all members of V are com-
pletely simple. Let S be a strict regular semigroup which generates V.
Then S is not completely simple and, if (Dα, α ∈ I) is the poset of D-
classes of S, then by Result 1.2 the 0-direct product
∏
0
α∈I D
0
α generates
V. This semigroup
∏
0
α∈I D
0
α is completely 0-simple.
The converse part is obvious.
As an example, the existence variety consisting of the strict regular
semigroups S for which eSe is a semilattice for every idempotent e of
S (see [13], [14]) is generated by a 5-element completely 0-simple semi-
group (see [5], [6]) and there are precisely 12 existence varieties properly
contained in this one. This existence variety is precisely the class of all
strict regular semigroups that are also combinatorial. For an account
of the lattice of existence varieties each consisting of strict inverse semi-
groups, we refer to Section XII.4 of [19]. An existence variety consists of
normal bands of groups only, if and only if it is generated by a comple-
tely simple semigroup or by a completely simple semigroup with a zero
adjoined. We refer to [21] for further details about the lattice of existence
varieties consisting of strict regular semigroups. Since this lattice is of the
power of the continuum we retain from Proposition 1.4 that the concept
of existence varieties is a powerful tool for classifying completely 0-simple
semigroups.
If V is an existence variety, S, T ∈ V and ϕ : S −→ T an injective
homomorphism such that Sϕ is an ideal of T , then we say that ϕ : S −→
T is an ideal extension of S within V. An ideal extension ϕ : S −→ T
within V is called dense if whenever ψ : T −→ U is a homomorphism such
that ϕψ : S −→ U is an ideal extension within V, then ψ is injective.
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A dense ideal extension ϕ : S −→ T within V is called maximal if
whenever ψ : T −→ U is a homomorphism such that ϕψ : S −→ U is a
dense ideal extension within V, then ψ is an isomorphism of T onto U .
The construction of ideal extensions within V simplifies considerably if
for every S ∈ V, there exists a maximal dense ideal extension of S within
V. We refer to [15], [16], [17], [18] for a background on ideal extensions
and dense ideal extensions, in general, and within the existence variety
of locally inverse semigroups in particular. The main goal of this paper
will be to show that there always exist maximal dense ideal extensions
within every existence variety consisting of strict regular semigroups.
For any regular semigroup S the set of order ideals of S (with respect
to the natural partial order) forms a subsemigroup O(S) of the power
semigroup on S, and the mapping τS : S −→ O(S) which associates with
a ∈ S the principal order ideal (a] is a faithful representation of S if and
only if S is locally inverse [15]. If T (S) denotes the regular part of the
idealizer of SτS in O(S), then τS : S −→ T (S) is a maximal dense ideal
extension of S within LI [15]. From [20] it follows that if S is a normal
band of groups, then τS : S −→ T (S) is a maximal dense ideal extension
of S within the existence variety generated by S. In [20] Petrich uses
threads to great advantage, and we shall follow suit in Section 2. Our
main result features in Section 3.
2. Strict regular semigroups of threads
Let S be a locally inverse semigroup and O(S) the semigroup of order
ideals of S. For H,H ′ ∈ O(S) we shall say that H and H ′ are pairwise
inverse threads of S if H = HH ′H, H ′ = H ′HH ′, and, HH ′ and H ′H
are subsemilattices of S. Further, H ∈ O(S) is called a thread of S if
for some H ′ ∈ O(S), H and H ′ are pairwise inverse threads. The set of
all threads of S is denoted by C(S). Threads were used for inverse semi-
groups in [23], for normal bands of groups in [20] and for locally inverse
semigroups in general in [17].
Given a locally inverse semigroup S, C(S) need not constitute a sub-
semigroup of O(S), even in the case where S is a completely 0-simple
semigroup (see Corollary 2.7 of [17]). But C(S) forms a subsemigroup of
O(S) if S is an inverse semigroup [23], or a normal band of groups [20] or
a straight locally inverse semigroup [17]. For a locally inverse semigroup
S in general we have SτS ⊆ T (S) ⊆ C(S) ⊆ O(S) [15], [17].
If S ∈ SR is a strict regular semigroup, then we let CSR(S) consist
of the H ∈ C(S) such that H intersects every D-class of S in at most
one element. If a ∈ S, then we have from the definition of SR that (a] ∈
CSR(S) and therefore SτS ⊆ CSR(S) ⊆ C(S) ⊆ O(S). The remaining
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theorem of this section states that CSR(S) is the largest strict regular
subsemigroup of O(S) which is contained in C(S) and contains SτS .
We collect some auxiliary results from [15] and [17].
Result 2.1 (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.11 of [15], Result 2.1 of [17]). Let S be
a locally inverse semigroup.
(i) If H ∈ C(S) then no distinct elements of H are L- or R-related in
S.
(ii) For F ∈ C(S), F is an idempotent of O(S) if and only if it is a
subsemilattice of S.
(iii) Let H and H ′ be pairwise inverse threads and E = HH ′. Then for
every a ∈ H there exists a unique inverse a′ of a which belongs to
H ′ and the mapping H −→ H ′, a −→ a′ is an order isomorphism.
For every e ∈ E there exist unique h ∈ H and h′ ∈ H ′ such that
hR eLh′ and then h and h′ are pairwise inverse elements of S with
e = hh′.
Result 2.2 (Lemma 3.3 of [15]). Let S be a locally inverse semigroup
and E,F ∈ C(S) idempotents of O(S). Put G = {e ∧ f | e ∈ E, f ∈ F}.
Then
(i) G ∈ O(S) and G is a subpseudosemilattice of (E(S),∧),
(ii) G = {g ∈ E(S) | eR gL f for some e ∈ E, f ∈ F},
(iii) EG = G = GF .
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup and (H,H ′), (K,K ′)
pairs of pairwise inverse threads of S. Let E = KK ′, F = H ′H and
G = {e ∧ f | e ∈ E, f ∈ F}. If G is an idempotent of C(S), then
GK ⊆ K, HG ⊆ H, HGK = HK, and, HK and K ′GH ′ are pairwise
inverse threads of S.
Proof. We assume that G is an idempotent of C(S) and thus by Result
2.1, G is a subsemilattice and an order ideal of S.
Let gb ∈ GK for some g ∈ G and b ∈ K. By Result 2.1 there exists a
unique inverse b′ of b in K ′. We let h = bb′∧ g and see that gb = ghb. By
Result 2.2 there exists f ∈ F such that gL f , thus h = bb′ ∧ f . Therefore
h ∈ G since bb′ ∈ E. Since h = hg in the semilattice G it follows that
h ≤ g and therefore also that gb = ghb = hb ≤ b, whence gb ∈ K since
K is an order ideal. We proved that GK ⊆ K, and in a dual way we can
prove that HG ⊆ H.
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>From the foregoing we have that K ′GK ⊆ K ′K and so K ′GK is
a subsemilattice and an order ideal of S by Result 2.1. We show in a
dual way that the same is true for HGH ′. Furthermore by Result 2.2,
KK ′G = G = GH ′H. Thus
(HGK)(K ′GH ′) = HGH ′,
(K ′GH ′)(HGK) = K ′GK,
(HGK)(K ′GH ′)(HGK) = HGK,
(K ′GH ′)(HGK)(K ′GH ′) = K ′GH ′,
and we see that HGK and K ′GH ′ are pairwise inverse threads of S.
It remains to show that HK = HGK. From HG ⊆ H we already
have that HGK ⊆ HK. Let a ∈ H, b ∈ K and, using Result 2.1, let a′
and b′ be the inverses of a and b in H ′ and K ′, respectively. Put f = a′a,
e = bb′, thus e ∧ f ∈ G. Then ab = a(e ∧ f)b ∈ HGK and we may
conclude that HK = HGK.
>From here on we confine ourselves to strict regular semigroups.
Lemma 2.4. Let S be a strict regular semigroup. For H ∈ C(S) the
following are equivalent:
(i) H ∈ CSR(S),
(ii) if (H,H ′) is some [any] pair of pairwise inverse threads of S, then
H ′ ∈ CSR(S),
(iii) if (H,H ′) is some [any] pair of pairwise inverse threads of S, then
HH ′ ∈ CSR(S).
Proof. Assume that H ∈ CSR(S) and (H,H
′) is any pair of pairwise
inverse threads of S. Let D be a D-class of S and c, d ∈ H ′ ∩ D. By
Result 2.1 there exist a, b ∈ H such that a and b are inverses of c and
d, respectively. Then a, b ∈ H ∩D and since H intersects D in at most
one element we need to have a = b. Therefore acR ad and caL da, and
since HH ′ and H ′H are semilattices, we need to have that ac = ad and
ca = da. Therefore cH d and thus c = d by Result 2.1. We conclude that
H ′ ∈ CSR(S). We proved that (i) and (ii) are equivalent statements.
Assume that H ∈ CSR(S) and let H
′ ∈ C(S) such that H and H ′
are pairwise inverse threads. Then HH ′ is a subsemilattice and an order
ideal of S by Result 2.1 and H ′ ∈ CSR(S) by the above. Let D be a
D-class of S and e, f ∈ HH ′ ∩ D. By Result 2.1 there exist a, b ∈ H,
a′, b′ ∈ H ′ such that a′ is an inverse of a, b′ is an inverse of b, aR eL a′,
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bR f L b′ and aa′ = e, bb′ = f . Since eD f , so also aD b and a′D b′, thus
a = b and a′ = b′ since H,H ′ ∈ CSR(S). Therefore e = f . We proved
that the equivalent conditions (i) and (ii) each imply (iii).
Assume that H and H ′ are pairwise inverse threads of S such that
HH ′ ∈ CSR(S). Let a, b ∈ H such that aD b. By Result 2.1 there exist
a′, b′ ∈ H ′ such that a′ and b′ are inverses of a and b respectively. Then
aa′R aD bR bb′ with aa′, bb′ ∈ HH ′, whence aa′ = bb′ and so aR b. By
Result 2.1 it follows that a = b. Therefore H ∈ CSR(S). We proved that
(iii) implies (i).
Theorem 2.5. If S is a strict regular semigroup, then CSR(S) is the
largest strict regular subsemigroup of O(S) which is contained in C(S)
and contains SτS .
Proof. For the strict regular semigroup S we let E and F be idempotents
of CSR(S). In particular, by Result 2.1, E and F are both subsemilattices
and order ideals of S. We put G = {e ∧ f | e ∈ E, f ∈ F}. Assume that
g1, g2 ∈ G such that g1D g2 in S. By Result 2.2 there exist e1, e2 ∈ E
and f1, f2 ∈ F such that e1R g1 L f1 and e2R g2 L f2. Then e1D e2 and
f1D f2, hence e1 = e2, f1 = f2 since E,F ∈ CSR(S), and so g1 = g2. By
Result 2.2, G is an order ideal of S which is also a subpseudosemilattice
of (E(S),∧) and by the foregoing no two distinct elements of G can be
L- or R-related. It follows that G is a subsemilattice and an order ideal
of S, and thus an idempotent of C(S), by Result 2.1. From the above
it follows that moreover, G intersects every D-class of S in at most one
element and so we conclude that G is an idempotent of CSR(S).
We now let H,K ∈ CSR(S) and we let (H,H
′), (K,K ′) be pairs of
pairwise inverse threads of S. We put E = KK ′, F = H ′H and G = {e∧
f | e ∈ E, f ∈ F}. By Lemma 2.4 and the above, H,H ′,K,K ′, E, F,G ∈
CSR(S). By Lemma 2.3, HK and K
′GH ′ are pairwise inverse threads
of S, and using Result 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, (HK)(K ′GH ′) ⊆ HH ′,
where HH ′ is an idempotent of CSR(S) by Lemma 2.4. It follows that
(HK)(K ′GH ′) is an idempotent of CSR(S) and so again by Lemma 2.4,
HK and K ′GH ′ are pairwise inverse threads which belong to CSR(S).
It follows that CSR(S) is a regular subsemigroup of O(S) which is con-
tained in C(S). By Proposition 2.4 of [16], CSR(S) is a locally inverse
semigroup.
Let E be an idempotent of CSR(S) and H, H
′ pairwise inverse ele-
ments in the inverse semigroup E CSR(S)E. In particular H and H
′ are
pairwise inverse threads. We put F = HH ′ and G = H ′H. In view of
Result 1.3 we need to show that E CSR(S)E is a Clifford semigroup. In
order to show that E CSR(S)E is a Clifford semigroup, it now suffices
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to show that F = G. It follows from Proposition 2.3 of [17] that the
semilattices F and G are order ideals of the semilattice E.
For f ∈ F , f = hh′ for some pairwise inverse elements h ∈ H and
h′ ∈ H ′ by Result 2.1. Putting g = h′h ∈ H ′H = G we thus have f D g
in S. Since f, g ∈ E and E ∈ CSR(S) it follows that f = g. Using
symmetry we conclude that F = G. Therefore E CSR(S)E is a Clifford
semigroup, and we conclude that CSR(S) is a strict regular semigroup.
Let C be a strict regular subsemigroup of O(S) which is contained in
C(S) and contains SτS . Let E be an idempotent of C. By Result 2.1,
E is a subsemilattice and an order ideal of S. Let e, f ∈ E and eD f
in S. Then (e] and (f ] are D-related idempotents of SτS and thus also
of C, and (e] ≤ E, (f ] ≤ E by Proposition 2.3 of [17]. It follows that
(e] = (f ] and thus e = f . We conclude that E ∈ CSR(S). By Lemma
2.4, C ⊆ CSR(S).
3. Dense ideal extensions within SR
For any strict regular semigroup S we define TSR(S) = T (S) ∩ CSR(S).
Then clearly SτS ⊆ TSR(S) and so τS : S −→ TSR(S) is an embedding.
In this section we shall show that this embedding gives rise to a maximal
dense ideal extension of S, not only within SR, but in fact also within
the existence variety generated by S.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a strict regular semigroup and T a regular se-
migroup such that SτS ⊆ T ⊆ TSR(S). Then τS : S −→ T is a dense
ideal extension of S within SR. Conversely, every dense ideal extension
of S within SR is equivalent to a unique ideal extension τS : S −→ T
obtained in this way.
Proof. Let T be a regular semigroup such that SτS ⊆ T ⊆ TSR(S). Then
by Theorem 2.5, T is a strict regular semigroup and in view of Theorem
4.6 of [15], τS : S −→ T is a dense ideal extension within SR.
Again by Theorem 4.6 of [15] every dense ideal extension of S within
SR is equivalent to a unique dense ideal extension τS : S −→ T where
T ⊆ T (S). Here of course T itself must be a strict regular semigroup, and
T ⊆ C(S) ⊆ O(S) [15], [17]. Therefore by Theorem 2.5, T ⊆ CSR(S).
Hence T ⊆ TSR(S).
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a strict regular semigroup. Then τS : S −→
TSR(S) is a maximal dense ideal extension within SR.
Proof. Let H ∈ TSR(S) and H
′ ∈ T (S) an inverse of H in T (S). Then
H ′ ∈ C(S) is an inverse of H in CSR(S) by Lemma 2.4, whence H and H
′
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are pairwise inverse elements in TSR(S). It follows that TSR(S) is a regu-
lar semigroup. Further, since TSR(S) ⊆ CSR(S) we have from Theorem
2.5 that TSR(S) is a strict regular semigroup. Therefore by Theorem 3.1,
τS : S −→ TSR(S) is a dense ideal extension within SR. We proceed to
show that this ideal extension is a maximal dense ideal extension within
SR.
Let ψ : TSR(S) −→ U be a homomorphism such that τSψ : S −→ U
is a dense ideal extension within SR. Then U is a strict regular semi-
group. We need to show that ψ is an isomorphism. By Theorem 3.1 there
exists a unique strict regular semigroup T such that SτS ⊆ T ⊆ TSR(S)
such that the dense ideal extensions τS : S −→ T and τSψ : S −→ U are
equivalent. By Corollary 4.5 of [15],
ζ : U −→ T (S), u −→ ((u] ∩ SτSψ)(τSψ)
−1
is the unique homomorphism of U into T (S) which extends (τSψ)
−1τS ,
and ζ is injective since τSψ : S −→ U is a dense ideal extension. Clearly
then, the ideal extensions τS : S −→ Uζ and τSψ : S −→ U are equiva-
lent, whence T = Uζ.
It remains to show that T = TSR(S) and that ψ and ζ are pairwise
inverse isomorphisms. The proof for this follows the same lines as in the
proof of Theorem 4.7 of [15].
We shall need the following result from [17].
Result 3.3 (Proposition 2.3 of [17]). Let S be a locally inverse semigroup
and T a regular subsemigroup of O(S) such that T ⊆ C(S). Then
(i) HRK in T if and only if there exists a bijection ϕ : H −→ K such
that hRhϕ for every h ∈ H,
(ii) H LK in T if and only if there exists a bijection ϕ : H −→ K such
that hLhϕ for every h ∈ H.
With the notation of the introduction we have
Lemma 3.4. Let S be a strict regular semigroup and (Dα, α ∈ I) the
poset of D-classes of S. Then every principal factor of CSR(S) [TSR(S)]
can be isomorphically embedded into the completely 0-simple semigroup∏
0
α∈I D
0
α.
Proof. >From Theorems 2.5 and 3.2 we know that CSR(S) and TSR(S)
are strict regular semigroups and thus in particular, each principal factor
of CSR(S) and of TSR(S) is a completely simple or completely 0-simple
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semigroup. Since TSR(S) is a regular subsemigroup of CSR(S), each prin-
cipal factor of TSR(S) is a subsemigroup of a principal factor of CSR(S).
Thus it suffices to prove the statement of the lemma for CSR(S) only.
Let D be a D-class of CSR(S) and let H,K ∈ D. By Result 3.3 and
Theorem 2.5 it follows that
{α ∈ I | Dα ∩H 6= ∅} = {α ∈ I | Dα ∩K 6= ∅}.
This justifies the notation
ID = {α ∈ I | Dα ∩H 6= ∅}
where H is some [any] element of D. By Result 1.1, ID is an order ideal
of I.
We have that |ID| = 1 if and only if D consists of the (a], where
a ∈ Dγ , with γ being the least element of I. If this is the case then
D ∼= Dγ is completely simple and D can be isomorphically embedded
into
∏
0
α∈I D
0
α.
We shall henceforth assume that |ID| ≥ 2. Then D cannot be the
least element in the poset of D-classes of CSR(S) and so the completely
0-simple semigroup D0 is a principal factor of CSR(S). We consider the
mapping
ϕ : D0 −→
∏
0
α∈ID
D0α, H −→ (aα, α ∈ ID), H ∈ D
0 −→ 0,
where for every α ∈ ID, Dα ∩ H = {aα}. The mapping ϕ is obviously
injective. We need to show that ϕ is a homomorphism. Since bothD0 and∏
0
α∈ID
D0α are completely 0-simple it suffices to show that for H,K ∈ D,
HK 6= 0 if and only if (Hϕ)(Kϕ) 6= 0, and if this is the case, then
(HK)ϕ = (Hϕ)(Kϕ).
In the following we shall chooseH,K ∈ D and we putHϕ = (aα , α ∈
ID) and Kϕ = (bα , α ∈ ID). Assume that HK 6= 0 in the completely
0-simple semigroup D0. There exists an idempotent G ∈ D such that
H LGRK. By Result 2.1, G is a subsemilattice and an order ideal
of S. We put Gϕ = (gα, α ∈ ID), and using Result 3.3 we have that
aα L gαR bα for every α ∈ ID. It follows that (Hϕ)(Kϕ) = (aαbα, α ∈
ID) 6= 0, where for every α ∈ ID, aαbα ∈ Dα ∩HK. From this it follows
that (HK)ϕ = (Hϕ)(Kϕ).
Assume that conversely (Hϕ)(Kϕ) 6= 0. Then aαbα 6= 0 for every α ∈
ID, and so there exists an idempotent gα ∈ Dα such that aα L gαR bα for
every α ∈ ID. We put G = {gα | α ∈ ID}. Let E and F be idempotents
of D such that E LH and F RK in D. Then Eϕ = (eα, α ∈ ID),
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Fϕ = (fα, α ∈ ID) and by Result 3.3, eα L gαR fα for every α ∈ ID.
By Result 2.2, G = {f ∧ e | e ∈ E, f ∈ F}, and by Result 3.3, G is an
idempotent of CSR(S). Again by Result 3.3, H LGRK in D, whence
HK 6= 0 in D0.
It should be obvious that
∏
0
α∈ID
D0α can be embedded into
∏
0
α∈I D
0
α.
Hence the required result follows.
Corollary 3.5. If S is a strict regular semigroup, then the existence
varieties each generated by S, TSR(S) and CSR(S) coincide.
Proof. If S is a completely simple semigroup then S ∼= CSR(S) ∼= TSR(S)
and the statement is obvious. Otherwise, as in the proof of Proposition
1.4 and with the notation of Lemma 3.4, S and
∏
0
α∈I D
0
α generate the
same existence variety. Since CSR(S) is a strict regular semigroup which
is not completely simple, the existence variety generated by CSR(S) is
contained in the existence variety generated by
∏
0
α∈I D
0
α by Lemma 3.4.
Since S ∼= SτS ⊆ TSR(S) ⊆ CSR(S) we may now conclude that the exis-
tence varieties each generated by S, TSR(S) and CSR(S) coincide.
Theorem 3.6. Let V be an existence variety of strict regular semi-
groups. Then for every S ∈ V, τS : S −→ TSR(S) is a maximal dense
ideal extension within V.
Proof. The statement follows from Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.5.
4. Problems
>From what we have seen, the following question comes naturally: char-
acterize the existence varieties V of locally inverse semigroups which sat-
isfy the property that for every S ∈ V has within V a maximal dense
ideal extension. At this time we only know of the following existence va-
rieties which satisfy this pleasant property: (i) the existence variety LI of
locally inverse semigroups [15], (ii) the (existence) variety I of all inverse
semigroups [22] and (iii) every existence variety contained in SR. There
are undoubtedly more existence varieties satisfying our request, and our
general question may well turn out to be a tool for locating interesting
existence varieties.
For a locally inverse semigroup S, the ideal extension τS : S −→ T (S)
is a maximal dense ideal extension of S within LI [15]. Another natural
question to ask is which existence varieties V of locally inverse semigroup
satisfy the stronger condition:
S ∈ V =⇒ T (S) ∈ V .
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If S is a normal band of groups, then we immediately conclude that
C(S) = CSR(S), and therefore T (S) = TSR(S). It now follows from
Theorem 3.6 that every existence variety of normal bands of groups sat-
isfies this condition.
Every existence variety V satisfying condition (4.1) and contain-
ing the 5-element combinatorial Brandt semigroup must contain I (see
e.g. [19]). Recall that the existence variety NBG of all normal bands of
groups is the largest existence variety of locally inverse semigroups not
containing the 5-element combinatorial Brandt semigroup [5]. Let A2 be
the 5-element completely 0-simple semigroup which generates the exis-
tence variety of all combinatorial strict regular semigroups. In a future
paper we shall show that LI is the only existence variety of locally in-
verse semigroups with property (4.1) and containing A2. Any existence
variety not containing A2 must be an existence variety of E-solid regular
semigroups [6], that is, an existence variety of regular semigroups whose
idempotents generate a completely regular semigroup. Thus, any other
existence variety of locally inverse semigroups with property (4.1) must
be an existence variety of E-solid locally inverse semigroups.
Let ESLI be the class of all E-solid locally inverse semigroups. Thus
ESLI consists of all regular semigroups for which the idempotents gen-
erate a normal band of groups. We shall denote by GI the subclass of
ESLI of all generalized inverse semigroups, that is, of all regular semi-
groups whose idempotents form a normal band. Let also LGI [RGI] be
the class of all left [right] generalized inverse semigroups, that is, of all
regular semigroups whose idempotents form a left [right] normal band.
The four classes of locally inverse semigroups introduced above are ex-
amples of existence varieties of regular semigroups [5].
We know from [22] that I satisfies (4.1). From both Lemma 3.6 and
Theorem 3.9 of [15] we conclude that if S is a locally inverse semigroup,
then the structure of the pseudosemilattice of idempotents of T (S) de-
pends only on the structure of the pseudosemilattice E(S), and not on
the entire structure of S. Thus, the existence varieties ESLI, RGI and
LGI also satisfy (4.1) due to results stated at the end of [2]. If S is a
generalized inverse semigroup and E,F ∈ T (S) are idempotents, then
EF = E ∧ F since E(S) is a normal band for the semigroup operation,
and thus E(T (S)) is a subband of T (S), whence E(T (S)) is a normal
subband of T (S) and T (S) is a generalized inverse semigroup. Therefore,
the existence variety GI of all generalized inverse semigroups is another
existence variety with property (4.1). In conclusion
Proposition 4.1. Any existence variety
V ∈ {I, RGI, LGI, GI, ESLI, LI} ∪ [T, NBG]
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satisfies condition (4.1), where T denotes the existence variety of all triv-
ial semigroups. Any other existence variety of locally inverse semigroups
satisfying condition (4.1) must be contained in [GI, ESLI].
The question of which existence varieties from [GI, ESLI] have the
property (4.1) is still open. Let V be an existence variety of completely
simple semigroups containing the rectangular bands. Then V ∨ I ∈
[GI, ESLI]. Note also that ESLI is the join of I with the existence
variety of all completely simple semigroups [3]. Maybe a first approach
to answer this open question is to see under which conditions V∨ I satis-
fies (4.1). It is not clear that the join of existence varieties satisfying (4.1)
is another existence variety satisfying (4.1), and, in fact, this may well be
not true. Even if we are able to characterize under which conditions V∨I
has property (4.1), most certainly this will not solve this open question
completely. In [3] an example is given of an existence variety of E-solid
locally inverse semigroups which is not the join of an existence variety of
completely simple semigroups with an existence variety of inverse semi-
groups. Although this example does not belong to [GI, ESLI], it is a
strong indication that there exist existence varieties in [GI, ESLI] which
cannot be written as V ∨ I with V an existence variety of completely
simple semigroups.
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